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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a conservative numerical method capable of capturing contact line movement for the simulation of
capillary dominated flow of two immiscible, incompressible fluids. The interface between the two fluids is represented
implicitly by the 0.5–level set of a function varying smoothly from zero to one. The flow of each phase is governed by
the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations with no–slip boundary condition at solid walls. The key idea is to drive the
contact line movement by prescribing the normal vector at the boundary to be the static normal vector corresponding to
the equilibrium contact angle. Our model is formulated as a system of partial differential equations and takes into account
differences in density and viscosity, gravity, and surface tension effects. We discretize using the finite element method
which allows for use of the weak form of the equations. The surface tension forces are included as line integrals along
the interfaces. We eliminate the second order derivatives in these forces, coming from the curvature term, by applying
partial integration of the Laplace–Beltrami operator. Numerical experiments of capillary dominated flows in two space
dimensions are presented and include tests of convergence rates and comparison with other numerical methods. Our
numerical scheme show good accuracy and our results compare well with available theory.

1. INTRODUCTION

Accurate modeling and simulations of contact line movement is of crucial interest in simulations of 1) two–
phase flow in microfluidic devices, such as pumps, valves, separators etc, 2) inkjet printing, spray coating,
and spray cooling, and 3) two–(or multi–)phase flow in pore structures occurring for example when oil is
recovered by water injection and in liquid phase sintering. In all these cases simulations can contribute to a
better understanding of the process considered.

Contact line dynamics is the movement of the intersection line between the interface of two immiscible
fluids and a solid boundary. An example of such a phenomenon is when a liquid drop is spreading over a solid
surface. As the drop spreads, the contact line will move until it reaches an equilibrium state determined by the
surface energies of the interfaces involved. The angle between the contact line at equilibrium and the boundary
is often referred to as the equilibrium or static contact angle (hereinafter, the static contact angle). For a more
detailed discussion of this kind of phenomena see [1].
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The immiscible and incompressible flow is described by the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations with
the surface tension forces and gravity forces added as source terms. Some representation of the interface sepa-
rating the two fluids is required, for example a level set function or markers, and an evolution equation for the
advection of the interface. At all interior points, the physically correct model is that the interface is advected
by the fluid velocity. At contact lines, however, the standard boundary condition for the velocity is no–slip,
which means that the contact line cannot move. This is unphysical in many cases, which is reflected by the
shear stress becoming singular. Over the years, various techniques to overcome this difficulty have been intro-
duced. One direction is to introduce a so called slip length, which permits the contact line to move, see for
instance [2] and references therein. The difficulty with this approach is to provide an appropriate value for the
slip coefficient. The existence of fluid–wall slipping has been observed in molecular dynamics simulations, see
[3] and references therein. Another approach was suggested by Jacqmin [4] who used a coupled Cahn–Hilliard/
Navier–Stokes formulation consisting of the Navier–Stokes equations coupled to a system of two parabolic
equations for the chemical potential and the concentration of one of the fluids. In this model, the interface is
modeled as a layer with a continuous transition from one fluid to the other, and the contact line as a small region;
the part of the interface layer close to the solid boundary. The contact line moves by diffusive processes on a
fast time scale in the small region at the boundary so that the contact angle is adjusted to the static value. The
result is a region close to the boundary with high curvature of the interface, and consequently a strong surface
tension force. The fact that the interface can move by diffusive processes eliminates the need for modeling fluid
slip. A drawback with the model suggested by Jacqmin is that the interface must be highly resolved to achieve
accuracy. In [5] this formulation was used to investigate basic wetting phenomena.

A new level set method for two phase flow with good mass conservation of each fluid was introduced in
[6] and [7]. In this method the interface is represented implicitly by the 0.5–level set of a regularized Heaviside
function φ. By construction, the method conserves

∫
φ. We have extended this method to be able to capture

contact–line movement while retaining the conservative property [8, 9]. The new model mimics the Cahn–
Hilliard/Navier–Stokes behavior of the interface at solid walls by using diffusion to move the contact point.
Compared to the standard Cahn–Hilliard/Navier–Stokes formulation we believe the new model reduces the
needed computational effort, since a relatively coarse grid is sufficient to capture the dynamics, at least away
from contact points. In this work we use an improved representation of the surface tension, based on partial
integration of the Laplace–Beltrami operator, see [10, 11] and references therein. In this way we avoid compu-
tation of the curvature. We also present new computations, where viscosity and density of the fluids differ. All
our computations are in two space dimensions, but there is no principal difficulty to extend the method to three
space dimensions.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present the governing equations of the model and give
a description of our interface representation and the numerical method. The treatment of the surface tension
force based on partial integration of the Laplace–Beltrami operator is explained. In section 3, we use the model
in three different applications; the spreading of a droplet on a flat plate, the rising of a droplet and a channel
flow. Section 4 contains a summary and a discussion of possible improvements of the model.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND NUMERICAL METHOD

The fundamental model of two–phase flow with contact line dynamics consists of the incompressible Navier–
Stokes equations coupled with evolution of the interface. Evolution of the interface is, in this work, achieved
by use of the advection equation together with a reinitialization step. In this section we will present this model
and how it is treated numerically.

2.1 The Incompressible Navier–Stokes Equations

Assume a given domain Ω is occupied by two immiscible fluids separated by an interface Γ. The equations
describing this immiscible flow are the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations with the contribution of the
surface tension forces and the gravity forces added as source terms:

Re ((ρu)t +∇ · (ρuu)) = −Re∇p+∇ · (μ (∇u+ (∇u)T
))
+

Re

Fr2
ρeg +

1

Ca
κnδΓ, (1)
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∇ · u = 0.

Here u, p, ρ and μ denote velocity, pressure, density, and viscosity, respectively. In general ρ and μ are discon-
tinuous across the interface separating the two fluids. The curvature and normal of the interface Γ are denoted
by κ and n, and δΓ is a Dirac delta function with support on Γ. Its action on any smooth test function v is given
by ∫

Ω
δΓvdΩ =

∫
Γ

vdΓ. (2)

The direction of gravitation is denoted by eg. The equations are formulated on a non–dimensional form where
the dimensionless Reynolds, Capillary and Froude numbers are given by

Re =
ρrefureflref

μref
, Ca =

μrefuref

σ
, and Fr =

uref√
lrefg

. (3)

Here ρref, μref, lref, and uref are constant reference density, viscosity, length and velocity. The coefficient σ is
the surface tension coefficient and g is the gravitational constant. The Reynolds number is the ratio between
inertial and viscous forces. The Capillary number gives the ratio between the viscous and surface tension forces
and the Froude number gives a measure of the ratio between inertial and gravitational forces.

In order to complete the formulation, a representation of the interface and a model for its motion are
needed. This will be addressed in the next subsection.

2.2 An Improved Level set Representation of the Interface

Level set representations of the interface in two phase flow have been used in many flow situations, see for
instance [12] or [13]. The basic idea is that if a level set of a function φ0 defines the interface at t = 0, the same
level set of the solution to

φt +∇ · (φu) = 0, φ(·, 0) = φ0, (4)

defines the interface at later times.

The method proposed in this paper is an extension of the conservative level set method, introduced in
[6]. Instead of the signed distance function [12, 13] usually used to define the interface, this method uses a
regularized indicator function φ that takes the values 0 and 1 in the two fluids, respectively. The 0.5–level
defines the interface. In this way, good conservation properties can be achieved simply by using a conservative
discretization. The shape of the regularized step function is controlled in a reinitialization step. This step is
modeled by a partial differential equation where a non–linear term, resembling a compressive limiter (see
[14]), is balanced by diffusion in the normal direction. In the following we introduce a new reinitialization that
can be used to capture contact line dynamics. This is a generalization of the reinitialization procedures used in
[6] and [7].

The new model mimics the Cahn–Hilliard/Navier–Stokes model in the following way. Contact points are
modeled as regions and diffusion is used to move the contact point so that the angle between the interface,
defined by the 0.5–level set of φ, and the boundary always equals the static contact angle αs. The static contact
angle corresponds to a normal to the interface nαs

. Since the gradient of the level set function is related to the
normal of the interface by n = ∇φ/|∇φ|, the condition on the angle can be formulated as a condition on the
gradient. We cannot, however, directly prescribe the gradient of the level set function at the boundary without
creating a flux of φ over the boundary that would destroy the conservative properties of the model.

Our idea is to instead use a regularized normal vector field satisfying

n−∇ · (γ2∇n) =
∇φ

|∇φ| , (5)

with Dirichlet boundary conditions, n = nαs
along solid walls. The regularization parameter γ should prefer-

ably be chosen γ � L, where L is the length of typical features in the problem at hand. The regularized normal
vector will then be close to the gradient of the unperturbed φ, except along the boundary, where a boundary
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layer with thickness proportional to γ will form. The modified vector field is then used in the reinitialization in
the following fashion

φt̂ +∇ · (φ(1 − φ)n)−∇ · (εn(∇φ · n)n)−∇ · (ετ (∇φ · t)t) = 0 (6)

where n is the normalized and regularized gradient of φ, satisfying (5), and t is the tangent, orthogonal to n, εn

is a viscosity parameter in the normal direction and ετ is a viscosity parameter in the tangential direction. The
second term in (6) represents compression in the normal direction, while the third models diffusion in the normal
direction and the last term models diffusion in the tangential direction. In the original work on the conservative
level set method [6] the standard isotropic diffusion was used. This corresponds to choosing ετ = εn = ε in
equation (6). In the subsequent work, presented in [7], ετ = 0. The idea was to avoid unnecessary movement of
the 0.5–level set in the tangential direction. However, the tangential diffusion is essential for the contact angle
to achieve the desired static value. An alternative is to include diffusion in the advection equation (4).

If our modeling is successful, the solution φ will exhibit a boundary layer of thickness proportional to the
regularization parameter γ. The angle of the interface (the 0.5–level set of φ) to the boundary changes from the
static contact angle αs to the apparent contact angle αa. The apparent contact angle is the angle formed between
the boundary and the interface away from the contact point region. Thus, close to the boundary the curvature
will be large. It is important that γ is chosen so that the curvature in this region is numerically resolved. The
contact point will move with the same speed as the tangential fluid velocity just outside the contact point region.
When the two fluids have the same viscosity it can be shown that for small γ the speed is independent of γ, see
[9].

2.3 Numerical Treatment

We solve the Navier–Stokes equations using a projection method with an added pressure stabilization term
[7]. This method was introduced by Guermond and Quartapelle [15]. The surface tension effect is treated as a
force, f = σκnδΓ added to the Navier–Stokes equations. Since we consider applications where the capillary
effects dominate the accuracy of the surface tension force is essential. In general, the accuracy of the curvature
estimation and the implementation of the surface tension force are crucial in order to avoid large unphysical
oscillations of the velocity close to the interface, so–called spurious velocities. Using the finite element frame-
work enables us to write the equations in weak form. The weak formulation of the equations does not include
δΓ and therefore no explicit discretization of the delta function is required. By using the Laplace–Beltrami
characterization of the curvature we do not need to calculate the curvature.

Define the tangential derivative of a function g along Γ by ∇Γg = P∇g where P is the orthogonal
projection:

P = I − nn
T . (7)

Replace the term κn by the Laplace–Beltrami operator

∇Γ · (∇ΓidΓ) = κn, (8)

where idΓ is the identity on Γ and the normal vector n is calculated as

n =
∇φ

|∇φ| . (9)

If v is a smooth vector valued function on Ω we can integrate by parts to get

fΓ(v) =
1

Ca

∫
Ω

κn · vδΓdΩ =
1

Ca

∫
Γ

κn · vdΓ =

=
1

Ca

∫
Γ
∇Γ · (∇ΓidΓ) · vdΓ = − 1

Ca

∫
Γ
∇ΓidΓ · ∇ΓvdΓ (10)

In our model the boundary conditions for the velocity is no–slip. Hence our test function v is zero at the contact
points and we don’t have any boundary terms in the above identity. This technique of reducing the order of
differentiation associated with the curvature term has also successfully been applied in the finite element context
in [10, 11] and references therein.
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At contact points diffusion of φ tangential to the interface is essential. In the third application, ”Capillary
Dominated Channel Flow”, we choose to add the diffusion in the reinitialization equation (6) by letting ετ = εn.
In the first and the second application, ”Droplet on a Flat Plate” and ”Rising Droplet”, we let ετ = 0 but we
add an isotropic diffusion term equal to 5h2 = 0.0011 in the advection equation (4). In each time step the
reinitialization equation (6) is solved to steady state. As in [7] we use a second order semi–implicit discretization
in time with Δt̂ = Δt. Typically two steps of reinitialization is performed at each time step.

The numerical simulations were carried out using FemLego (Amberg et al. [16]), a symbolic tool to solve
partial differential equations with the finite element method. All equations were discretized in space using
piecewise linear functions and the linear systems were solved using conjugate gradient methods.

3. APPLICATIONS

In this section we discuss the numerical treatment and results for three applications in which capillary effects
dominate: a droplet on a flat plate, rising droplet and channel flow. All applications involve two immiscible
fluids and moving contact lines. The proposed model is used to simulate the contact line dynamics. The results
in the application ”Droplet on a Flat Plate” is compared with theory and other computations. The two other
applications indicate that we can also handle density and viscosity differences.

3.1 Application 1: Droplet on a Flat Plate

We consider here a two–dimensional droplet with diameter lref, density ρref, and viscosity μref, lying on a solid
surface surrounded by another liquid with the same density and viscosity. The static contact angle is αs = 25◦.
Capillary effects dominate and gravity is neglected. We will simulate how this droplet wets the surface. This
wetting phenomenon was previously studied using a phase field method by Villanueva and Amberg [5]. We
will compare our results with data from the phase field simulation and Cox’s theory [17].

3.1.1 Computations

The computational domain is in non–dimensional coordinates {(x, y) : −2 ≤ x ≤ 2, 0 ≤ y ≤ 2} and the
initial drop is symmetric around x = 0 and has non–dimensional radius r = 0.5. At initial time the drop is in
contact with the solid wall at an angle of 156◦. The Reynolds number Re = ρrefureflref

μref
= 1 and the Capillary

number Ca = 2
√
2μrefuref

3σ = 1. The simulation of the wetting is performed using a mesh consisting of regular
triangles with 270 × 135 nodes and a time step Δt = 0.0011. The liquid–liquid interface (the 0.5–level set
of φ) is advected by solving the advection equation (4) with a diffusion term equal to 5h2 = 0.0011 where
h = Δx = Δy and typically two steps of reinitialization. In the reinitialization described in equation (6) the
viscosity parameter in the normal direction is set to εn = 4.5h = 0.0667 and the viscosity parameter in the
tangential direction is set to ετ = 0. The boundary condition for the velocity is no–slip. For the regularized
normal vector field, equation (5) the boundary condition is

n|y=0 = (−sign(x)0.4226,−0.9063)

so that the contact angle at the wall is equal to the static contact angle 25◦. At the other boundaries we use
homogeneous Neumann conditions. The regularization parameter in equation (5) γ = 0.1667. We want to
choose γ so that the normal vector varies smoothly from the prescribed equilibrium value at the boundary to
the actual value. Thus on one hand, a large γ is needed when the dynamic contact angle is large compared to
the static contact angle. The static contact angle determines the value of the normal vector at the boundary. On
the other hand, if γ is too large, we get too large wetting speed, especially in the initial steps. This was studied
in [9]. When γ is decreased, the grid has to be refined. We believe that compared to [9] we should be able to
use a smaller γ since we don’t need to calculate the curvature. This has however not yet been tested.

In Fig. 1 the wetting on the solid wall is illustrated for six different snapshots. The liquid–liquid interface
immediately forms a foot due to the boundary condition for the normal at the wall described above. The strong
curvature in the foot region causes the contact line to move and the drop starts to wet the surface. The contact–
line movement is fast in the initial steps but slows down as the drop approaches equilibrium. At t ≈ 300
equilibrium is reached.
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We measure the dynamic contact angle that the liquid–liquid interface makes with the solid surface at the
inflexion point of the foot as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). The wetting speed is given by dividing the difference in
position of the intersection point (see Fig. 2(a)) at two successive times by the time difference. The dynamic
contact angle initially decreases rapidly with time but the decrease slows down as the angle approaches the
equilibrium value. In Fig. 2 the dependence of the dynamic contact angle on the Capillary number Ca∗ =
2
√
2μrefu
3σ = u

uref
, which in this case is equal to the wetting speed, is shown. The results are compared with a

phase field simulation[5] and Cox’s theory[17]. Our simulation shows qualitative agreement with them all. The
velocity for each given angle is, in our simulation, somewhat larger than the predictions provided by Cox’s
theory with the viscosity ratio λ = 1 and δ = 10−4. See [9] for the choice of δ.

To investigate convergence we have performed computations for three different meshes with h1 = 0.0222,
h2 =

2
3h1 and h3 =

4
9h1. All parameters are fixed, the initial contact angle is now 90◦ and γ = 0.1. The error is

measured as the sum of absolute differences in the y–coordinates for the interface for 100 x–coordinates divided
by the number of points. The order of convergence is shown in Fig. 3 both when applying integration by parts
of the Laplace–Beltrami operator on the interface and calculating the curvature and then the line integral.

3.2 Application 2: Rising Droplet

We now consider a two–dimensional droplet with density ρD and viscosity μD lying on a solid surface at an
angle of 90◦ surrounded by a heavier fluid with density ρL = 10ρD and viscosity μL = μD. We make a
simulation of the droplet rising.

3.2.1 Computations

The computational domain is in non–dimensional coordinates {(x, y) : −1.5 ≤ x ≤ 1.5, 0 ≤ y ≤ 3}. The
initial drop is symmetric around x = 0 with non–dimensional radius r = 0.5. The Reynolds number and the
Capillary number are as in the first application ”Droplet on a Flat Plate” set to 1 but the gravity cannot be
neglected and the Froude number Fr = uref√

lrefg
= 0.7. The simulation is performed using a mesh consisting of

regular triangles with 180× 180 nodes and a time step Δt = 0.0011. The regularization parameter in equation
(5) γ = 0.1. All other parameters are as in the first application ”Droplet on a Flat Plate”. In Fig. 4 the interface
and the velocities at the interface are plotted at a sequence of different times. The drop wants to wet the solid
surface but the surrounding fluid is heavier so it starts to rise. At t ≈ 9 the droplet breaks into two parts, where
one part continues to rise and one part remains attached to the lower wall.

3.3 Application 3: Capillary Dominated Channel Flow

Consider two fluids in a two dimensional channel of non–dimensional width 1 and length 1.5, initially separated
by an interface, normal to the channel, without curvature. Thus, the initial apparent contact angle is αa = 90◦.
We assume that the static contact angle αs is less than 90◦, which corresponds to the left fluid wetting the
channel walls. Clearly the initial condition is not a steady state solution. In the absence of an outer pressure
gradient or a prescribed flux, the only driving force are the capillary effect at the channel walls, which will move
the interface to the right. If the densities and viscosities of the two fluids are of similar size we expect that after
an initial, transient process, the interface will move at a constant, or in the case of differing fluid properties,
slowly varying speed U . We expect the interface to consist of an interior part with curvature κa = 2cos(αa),

and two small sections close to the walls with curvature κ ∝ f(αa−αs)
γ

, where f is some smooth function.

We have performed two sets of computations to investigate the qualitative behavior of our model. In the
computations in this section the Capillary number and the Reynolds number are set to unity, and both fluids
have the same density. At the channel walls we prescribe zero velocity, i.e. no slip, and the flux of the level set
function is set to zero. The normal vector is set so that the contact angle at the wall equals the static contact
angle. At the inlet and outlet we use vanishing tangential velocity, vanishing normal derivative of the normal
velocity, and Dirichlet conditions for the level set function and the pressure. Throughout this section we use
ετ = εn = 0.025, γ = 0.05, Δx = 0.01 and Δt̂ = Δt = 0.04.

In the first set of computations we investigate the effect of the static contact angle on the interface speed.
In these computations the fluids have the same viscosity. In Fig. 5 we show the interface together with local
velocity vectors during the initial, transient phase. A region of large curvature of the interface develops near
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t= 0 t= 0.1 t= 1

t= 5 t= 25 t= 240

Figure 1: Wetting of a liquid drop on a solid surface. The interface separating the two fluids at times
t = 0, 0.1, 1, 5, 25, 240 with Re = 1, Ca = 1. The contact angles at the different times are α ≈
156, 149, 117, 82, 54, 29. The regularization parameter γ = 0.1667.
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Figure 2: (a): The dynamic contact angle is measured by considering the tangent at the inflexion point. The
wetting speed is given from the position of the intersection point at different times. (b) : The dynamic contact
angle versus the capillary number. Initial angle is 156◦.
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Figure 3: The order of convergence both when applying integration by parts of the Laplace–Beltrami operator
on the interface and calculating the curvature and then the line integral. All parameters are fixed, the initial
contact angle is 90◦ and γ = 0.1.
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(a) t = 0 (b) t = 7 (c) t = 9 (d) t = 13

Figure 4: Rising drop. The location of the interface separating the two fluids at times t = 0, 7, 9, 13 with Re=1,
Ca=1, Fr=0.7, and ρL

ρD

= 10. The arrows show velocities at the interface.

the solid walls. There, the surface tension is strong, resulting in local, large velocities. After t = 3 the transient
development of the interface is complete, but the curvature and velocities are still large near the wall. Away from
the interface the velocity field is close to the standard pipe flow parabola. In Fig. 6 we see the time history of
the interface for two different static angles. In both cases an interface shape develops within the first time units,
and then propagates with constant speed. As expected, the speed is greater when the static angle is smaller.
In the second set of computations we investigate the effect of a difference in fluid viscosity on the interface
movement. We let the fluid to the left be more viscous than the fluid to the right. As the interface moves to the
right an increasing part of the channel is filled with the more viscous fluid. Thus we expect the interface speed
to slow down. In Fig. 7 we see the time history of the interface at an early stage and at a later stage for two
different viscosity ratios. It is clear that increasing the difference in viscosity increases the slowing down effect,
as expected.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed and presented a conservative level set model for two–phase flow, which can capture contact
line dynamics using no–slip boundary conditions for the velocity. In this model, the contact angle at equilibrium
is used to induce a movement by diffusion of the contact point. Since the model is formulated in terms of partial
differential equations on conservative form, conservation properties are retained by using standard conservative
numerical methods.

In our model we have a diffusion parameter and a regularization parameter related to the size of the contact
point region. An investigation of where the needed diffusion is best to add, in the advection equation or in the
reinitialization, as well as the magnitude of the diffusion term needs to be done. By writing the equations in
weak form and using the Laplace–Beltrami operator we have been able to avoid calculation of the curvature.
We believe this will enable us to choose a smaller regularization parameter but this remains to be studied. As a
further improvement of this model we suggest that the model parameters as well as the new boundary condition
should be adaptive and act only locally in small regions close to contact points. Also, adaptive refinement of
the mesh in regions with large curvature would be beneficial in order to be able to use smaller values of the
parameters. This is especially important for the regularization parameter γ.

Numerical computations for three different applications demonstrate that qualitative features of contact
line dynamics are captured. The results from the calculation of the droplet wetting the wall has shown good
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(a) t = 0.04 (b) t = 0.20 (c) t = 1.0

(d) t = 3.0 (e) t = 3.0

Figure 5: The location of the interface (the 0.5–level set of φ) at t = 0.04, 0.2, 1.0, 3.0. The arrows show the
velocities. The angles at the upper and the lower channel walls are α = 45◦. The viscosity ratio μ1

μ2

= 1.
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Figure 6: The location of the interface (the 0.5–level set of φ) at t = 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 for two different static
contact angles. The viscosity ratio μ1
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Figure 7: The location of the interface (the 0.5–level set of φ) at t = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40. The angles
at the upper and the lower channel walls are αs1

= αs2
= 45◦. The fluid to the left is more viscous than the

fluid to the right.
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agreement with available theory and we observed better convergence compared to the calculations done in
[9]. However, comparison with experiments and a better understanding of how the diffusion parameter and the
regularization parameter should be chosen in order to resolve the curvature is needed before the model can be
used for qualitative predictions.
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